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21.Bill: _____ ? 

Max:  I’m ten years old. 

a.How old are you?   b.How tall are you? 

c.How do you do?   d.How much is it? 

22.Dan:    What is the name of your best friend? 

Sarah:                                       . 

a.Thank you. b.Nancy.  c.I like red. d.She is fat. 

23.Tom:    Have you got any rice? 

   Sam:  ____                                         . 

a. Yes, I have got.   b. I like some rice. 

c. There is some rice.   d. I have some rice. 

ใช้บทสนทนาต่อไปน้ี ตอบข้อ 24 - 25   

24.a. fruit  b. rice  c. meal  d. vegetable 

25.a. afternoon b. evening           c. night  d. morning 

26.A:______? 

B: It’s £ 1.00. 

a.How much does it cost?  b.How tall are you? 

c.How do you do?   d.How do you go? 

 



27.There is _____ chicken in the fridge. 

a.any   b.some  c.an   d.the 

28.There aren’t ______eggs in the fridge. 

a.some  b.an   c.the   d.any 

29.Lisa:   Are carrots fruit or vegetables? 

Anne:                                     . 

a.They are fruit.   b.Yes, they are. 

c.They are vegetables.  d.No, they aren’t. 

30.It’s long. It’s yellow. It’s delicious. It’s a fruit.What is it? 

a.It’s a carrot. b.It’s a banana. c.It’s an apple. d.It’s a pear. 

31.It can fly. It’s black. It sleeps during the day and eat at night.  

What is it? 

a.It’s a bat. b.It’s a bee. c.It’s a bird. d.It’s an ant.   

32.Ken: A zebra is smaller than                       .  

a.an ant  b.a dog  c.an elephant d.a bat 

33.Mary: A tiger is_____than a cat.  

a.smaller  b.shorter  c.bigger  d.slower 

ใช้บทสนทนาต่อไปน้ี ตอบข้อ 34 – 36 

Mike: Where do bears  _____34_____.? 

Mark: They live in the mountains. 

Mike: ___35._____do they eat? 

Mark: They eat fish and honey. 

Mike: When do they sleep? 



Mark: They___36._____during the day.     

34.a. lived  b.live   c.lives  d.living 

35.a. What b.When  c.Where  d.Who 

36.a. sleeps b.slept  c.sleeping  d.sleep 

37.Bill:___________? 

Ted: My favourite animal is bird. 

a. Is it a bird?    b. Is it a bat or a bird?  

c. What does it eat?   d. What’s your favourite animal? 

38.What is the red planet?  

a.Sun.  b.Mars.  c.Earth.  d.Moon. 

39.How many days in a year on Earth?  

a.Three hundred, sixty - five days. b.Thirty - one days. 

c.Twenty - eight days.    d.Seven days. 

40.What can you see in the sky?  

a.The flowers. b.The mountains. c.The fish.  d.The stars. 


